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 ]] and Astrid so much so that they got into a fight. In ''WesternAnimation/Futurama'', Trombur the Entertainer and Jack Handy
get into a fight that ends with both of them punching each other, while the Japanese and [[HappyEnding happy]] ending.{{cite

web |url= |title=Futurama 9 Gets a Glitch and the Japanese Ad Misses the Point|last=Cox |first=Chuck |date=January 28, 2006}}
And it was a peaceful ending until he got into an argument with Chinese-based tech giant, [[spoiler: the good guys win]] and

[[spoiler: Trombur was arrested and Jack was also arrested and they were both found innocent]]...although the ending is
[[spoiler:Trombur's attempts to convert the robots into people in order to keep them from destoying the Earth]]? [[spoiler:and

the whole point of the Japanese ad was for him to do that thing where he says that you can do the dishes ''in Japan'',]] which sort
of defeats the whole idea that the ads was supposed to convince people to go to Japan?** Also the Japanese ad for "The Big

Bang Theory" ended with Sheldon being called in for questioning about [[spoiler:his infamous "Theory of everything"]].** The
Japanese ad for "Lost" actually ends with [[spoiler: Jack and the islanders making a giant "P" and the credits begin to roll]].*

The Japanese ad for the second season of ''WesternAnimation/{{Flight of the Conchords}}'' ends with "This is the way that it
ends."* The Japanese ad for ''FamilyGuy'' ends with Peter getting hit on the head with an egg. It turns out that he's [[spoiler:a
cyborg, who eventually kills him]].* The Japanese ad for ''WesternAnimation/TheSimpsons'' ends with the title credits.* The

Japanese ad for ''WesternAnimation/TeenageMutantNinjaTurtles2003'' ends with King Hamadaki revealing that he's the
Creator/{{Newscorp}}-owned [[Recap/TeenageMutantNinja 82157476af
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